CASE STUDY

PEACH STAND ROAD RACE 5K &
INNOVATIVE TIMING SYSTEMS

PEACH STAND ROAD RACE 5K GROWS RAPIDLY SINCE USING
INNOVATIVE TIMING SYSTEMS' RACE TECHNOLOGY
For a race organizer, growing an event can be challenging. Locust Grove Main Street,
who hosts the Peach Stand Road Race 5K in Locust Grove, GA, knew they needed to
partner with a timing company that had their best interest in mind. The event chose
Kilted Timing to make this happen. Kilted Timing is able to provide events the most
up-to-date race technology through the use of Innovative Timing Systems' Jaguar
products and the ITS YOUR RACE online race management solutions. Since partnering with
Kilted Timing, the event has grown rapidly, and runners are enjoying a better race day
experience.
What can Innovative Timing Systems and ITS YOUR RACE do for you? Following this event,
we spoke with Anna Williams, the Main Street Manager for the City of Locust Grove. We
wanted to dig deeper into why she highly recommends using Innovative Timing Systems and
ITS YOUR RACE for your events.

“We frequently receive positive feedback from our
runners on our fast timing results and the overall
ease of the event."
Anna Williams

What challenges with your event influenced you to look for a solution? Did your event have any
unique challenges?
Prior to hiring Kilted Timing, we used manual timing and we were not seeing any growth for our race. Kilted
Timing added a professional touch to our event. We now have fast and accurate timing, easy registration,
and an overall fun and entertaining experience for our runners. In 2017, we had the challenge of finding a
new location for our event. Kilted Timing not only helped us find a new location, they offered expert advice
regarding ways to improve.
What goals did you have in mind for your event?
We are always seeking to grow our participant numbers. We experienced growth in 2016 when we
partnered with Kilted Timing. We still had strong numbers in 2017, despite the challenge of changing the
location. We reached our goals of obtaining certification for our course and providing a better race day
experience for our runners.
How did you search for a solution to your problem?
The solution found us! Before partnering with Kilted Timing, we were the organizers of the Peach Stand
Road Race, but we did not have the latest race technology used at timing events. Steve Sagraves, the
owner of Kilted Timing, offered ways we could improve the event with easy online registration, instant
results, and a streamlined timing process. I'm so glad he offered us his help in taking the Peach Stand
Road Race to the next level.
Why did you choose our products over our competitors?
ITS YOUR RACE offers an easy-to-use platform, both for the athletes and the race organizer. Innovative
Timing Systems integrated with ITS YOUR RACE makes retrieving and uploading data for our participants
easy. Our runners love the instant results. They don't have to wait at all!
What benefits have you experienced from working with us?
Increased runner registration, increased sponsor interest, and a better race day experience for our
runners.
What needs did our solutions enhance?
Our runner experience is enhanced through a better registration and timing process. It saves us time that
we can now devote to other areas of the event.
How would you rate your overall satisfaction with us and our products?
We frequently receive positive feedback from our runners on our fast timing results and the overall ease of
the event. We have been very satisfied with the products and services!

